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City: Fort Worth
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Phone: 

Affirm public info: I agree

Regarding: ALL

Message:
Stop with the nonstop corruption. We see continued manipulation of maps and attempts to prevent equal and accurate representation. We live in these communities and understand the needs and wants you downplay and try to bury. Even if you continue to win through gerrymandering, the reality is you will not have the support you pretend exists. Ultimately you will fail because you don't represent the people. Stop using this process to mishandle my tax dollars. Stop pretending public health is a political issue. Also that we have great infrastructure. Building highways all over the place and stacking them on top of each other because one of Greg Abbott's main contributors happens to have all the contracts for them instead of public transportation expansion. Texas has many more people who are not white conservatives and is clearly scared of losing control of POC and women. The Republican party is corrupt and sick beyond repair and needs to be aborted.